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Introduction
• Wadden Sea as a unique coastal and tidal mudflat area

• 2009 UNESCO world heritage site
• Habitat to around 2300 species of flora and fauna

• Nature showcases a wide range of services for both visitors and 
local inhabitants alike:
• Direct use and appreciation 
• The value of nature to preserve island culture and heritage
• Tourism (500.000 visitors per year)
• Natural resource extraction

• Nature, Culture and Economics exist in a delicate balance
• No Nature à no tourism, culture, resources and coastal protection
• No Economics à no effective management of nature and its resources



Research Objective(s)

Content-Based:
• How is nature on the island of Terschelling valued by visitors?

• What is the relative importance of nature for a visit to Terschelling?
• How does nature appreciation vary across different visiting times and 

user types?
• What are important natural aspects for tourism?

Methodological (Pilot Study):
• Can nature appreciation on Terschelling be discerned through 

social media analysis?
• Can social media data be complemented or validated with other 

data?
• Is there a potential to expand this research to other islands?



Methodology: social media analysis

• Alternative or complement to surveys as it cut costs and time (Wood et 
al, 2013; Di Minin et al., 2015; Sessions et al., 2016) 

• Twitter: 
• Microblogs of a maximum of 280 characters
• Contains a great amount of metadata (E.g. user characteristics, time, tags, 

likes, retweets)
• Often used for (commercial) promotions or updates

• Flickr:
• Photos
• Often used by (amateur and professional) photographers
• Contains some metadata (e.g. user characteristics, location, time tags)



Methodology – How do we define nature appreciation?



Does the tweet mention nature explicitly and 
focus primarily on nature (specific biomes/ 

protected areas/ nature areas etc.)?

Does the tweet focus on a nature related activity 
and explicitly mention nature related activity (e.g. 

‘uitwaaien’, ‘paardrijden’, ‘fietsen’, ‘zeilen’)?

Does the tweet mention weather phenomena in 
the sky explicitly/ focus on weather appreciation 

(clouds, stars, stormy skies etc.)

Does the attachment of the tweet mention or 
show any other nature related topics (e.g picture 
of landscape, blog about nature, video of nature)

explicitly 
mentions 
nature

weather 
appreciation

nature 
related 
activity

attachment 
shows 
natureNone of the above

no
nature
relation

Twitter:



Does the picture contain nature (y/n)?

Automatic Visual 
Nature Recognition

Manual assesment
of subsamples for
validation

Geographic location matched
to zonation map



Examples of social media posts



Tweet containing both Explicit 
nature mention & nature 
attachment



Tweet containing both nature 
activity & nature attachment



Tweet containing nature activity



Tweet containing both 
nature attachment & Sky 
appreciation



Flickr nature photos



Tweets an Flickr photos 
containing no nature relation



Results



Twitter Users
• Twitter data from three separate 

weeks:
• Oerol: June 16th – 24th 2019
• Summer: August 5th – August 12th 2019
• Winter: December 12th– December 16th 

2019

• Tweets 472 tweets from 206 unique 
users
• For 116 (±56%) users the home 

municipalities were identified + 4 
foreign visitors



Flickr Users

• A total of 1354 unique photos per user per 
km2 extracted from Flickr (7774 when 
uncorrected) 

• 903 photos contained nature, 447 did not 

• For 1332 (98,67%) photos the 
corresponding home location could be 
discerned
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Comparison to survey data
• How does the demography match to Gelderman et al. (2018)?

Measure Levels Gelderman 
et al. (2018) 
(% of 
respondent
s)

Twitter (% of 
tweets)

Flickr
(% of photos)

Distance Friesland/Groningen 
(including Wadden)
Other Netherlands
Foreign

21%

74%
5%

25%

69%
6%

9%

69%
22%

Nature is reason for 
visit

Nature as reason for 
visit

64% 51% 67%
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Of these nature-related tweets:

Conclusion: 
1. Nature related posts consistent share
2. Significantly more tweets on nature-related recreational activities in summer
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Is nature more important for specific users?

Conclusion: Data shows that non G4 (Urban) users post relatively less nature content



Mapping spatial distribution of Flickr Photos



Pressure on ecosystems: photos per km2



How is nature on the island of 
Terschelling valued by visitors?

- Roughly 50% of Twitter uploads with nature content

- 67% of all Flickr photos with nature content

- Users from the G4 cities post more non-nature content

- Summer tourism focusses more on nature-based activities

- Characteristic Waddensea ecosystems are most popular 
(dunes, tidal mudflats)



• Analyses of both visitor profiles and nature interaction 
(Twitter) as well as the spatial distribution of aesthetic 
values (Flickr)

• Social media can obtain data outside of the scope of surveys 
(observed behaviour)

• Twitter demographics show similar distributions to survey 
data

• Flickr shows deviating demographic compared to survey 
data, but consistent spatial distribution in time

Can nature appreciation be 
discerned through social media 
analysis?



Applicability and future research
• Temporal analysis of multiple years and changes in visitor numbers

• Analysis of the differences and commonalities between islands

• Increase scale: improve automated text and photo analysis based on 
current dataset

• Support (marine) spatial planning by comparing maps with other 
types of ecosystem use (e.g. fishing / farming / Extraction of natural 
resources, nature conservation)

• Assess effects of future land-use changes
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